
 
 
Warm up:  
In groups of 3, sts discuss each question together. Monitor, helping with language and/or getting 
the conversation started if necessary.  
Warm up questions are: 
 

1. What is your favourite TV show? Why do you like it? How long have you been watching 
it? Has it ended? 

2. What was your favourite TV show when you were a child? Describe the show to your 
group and say why you liked it so much. 

3. Do you use online TV services like Netflix? In your group, decide on 5 things you like 
about it. 

 
Quick feedback from the class.  
 
Warm up game: Worksheet 1 
 

● Cut out the cards with the names of the characters from popular TV series (you can use 
pictures if you want to) and the cards with the titles of the series.  

● Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4.  
● Give each group the characters cards and the titles of the TV series cards.  
● Explain to the students that they will have 1 minute 30 to match the characters to their 

TV series. They can only look at their cards when you say go and time has started.  
● Have a buzzer that indicates that time is up and give one point for each correct match.  

 
If you use pictures instead of the name cards, give an extra point for guessing the name of the 
character. Make sure you give students the point rule before starting the game.  
 
 You can use other characters should you wish to, however, make sure to have one Game of 
Thrones character as this is the theme of the lesson. In some countries, you might want to come 
up with other TV series and characters you know your students will know and adapt the rest of 
the lesson with characters from a popular TV series in the country. 
 
Answer key: 
Jon Snow: Game of Thrones 
Carrie Bradshaw: Sex and the City 
Tony Soprano: The Sopranos 
Marge Simpson: The Simpsons 
Walter White: Breaking Bad 
Chandler Bing: Friends 
Rachel Zane: Suits 



Lily Aldrin: How I met your mother 
Suzanne ‘Crazy Eyes’ Warren: Orange is the New Black 
Sheldon Cooper: The Big Bang Theory 
 
Discovery: Worksheet 2  
Keep the groups as they are or move students around if you want and have groups of 3 or 4 
students. Give students the cards with the 3 sentences. Each card illustrates a different spelling 
rule for forming comparative and superlative adjectives. It is up to you, you can decide to give 
each group a separate card to work out or give each group all the cards to go.  
Ask students to complete the sentences with the given adjectives in the right form. Explain any 
unknown vocabulary. If students are not sure about the characters, this does not matter at all as 
the focus is on forming comparative and superlative adjectives.  
 
Feedback: 
Project the cards on the board and elicit answers. At this point do not explain anything, but 
make sure you only write the correct answers on the board.  
 
Rule discovery: 
Still in their groups, ask students to work out the rule for each card (except exceptions) and to 
add another example that follows the rule. For example: with one syllable adjective, we need to 
add -er to the adjective + than for the comparative and the + adjective + -est for the superlative. 
Another example: smart-smarter than-the smartest. 
Each group presents their rule. Correct as and when necessary. 
 
At this point, the rules should clearly be written on the board for all students to see. 
 
Controlled Practice: Worksheet 3 
Students complete the table with the missing adjective form. Do the first one together with the 
class to illustrate. Then once corrected, students move on to the second exercise where they 
need to complete the sentences with the correct form of the adjectives given. 
 
Answer Key: 
 

Adjective Comparative Superlative 

grateful More grateful than  The most grateful 

easy Easier than The easiest 

nice Nicer than The nicest 

hot Hotter than The hottest 
 



clever Cleverer than 
More clever than 

The cleverest 
The most clever 

angry Angrier than The angriest 

cheap Cheaper than The cheapest 

close Closer than The closest 

difficult More difficult than The most difficult 

high Higher than The highest 

interesting More interesting than The most interesting 

 
 
Answer key: 

1. The strongest, the craziest 
2. Braver than, smarter than 
3. The fattest 
4. Bigger than 
5. More beautiful than 
6. The most mysterious 
7. Meaner than 
8. Nastier than 
9. More sensible than 
10. The most popular 

 
Extension activity: Worksheet 4 Optional 
 
Students read the sentences and try to spot the mistakes. Once found, they need to correct 
them. Explain to the students that some sentences are correct. Students could start this activity 
on their own first and if too difficult, you could pair them up. Make sure the pairs are evenly 
matched so that both students work on spotting the mistakes. OR the exercise could be 
conducted as a grammar auction where groups buy sentences they think are correct. A 
grammar auction is a great game, but it only works when the teacher really gets into the role of 
the auctioneer, using a gavel or something similar helps to get into character. If you can find 
some fake money to use, it’s even more fun.  
 
 
 
 
 



Procedure 

Before playing the game, you might have to explain vocabulary such as auction, 
auctioneer, gavel, bids, highest bidder and elicit what is said when an item is sold: going 
once, going twice, sold! 

● Put the students into small groups and give each group the sheet with the sentences. 
● Ask the students to read the sentences and decide among each other which sentences 

they are going to buy. Ask them to elect one person in the group who will be the bidder. 
● Conduct the auction, asking for bids on each sentence and selling to the highest bidder. 

Make sure there is someone in each group who keeps track of the money being spent so 
that they don’t overspend. 

● After all the sentences are sold, go through them together and confirm which ones were 
correct. 

● Find out who managed to buy the most correct sentences. 
● Ask pairs to correct the incorrect sentences. 

 
 
Freer Practice: Worksheet 5 
Pair your students with someone they haven’t worked with in this lesson. Tell them that they are 
all going to become part of the three most important families in Westeros: the Lannisters, the 
Starks and the Targaryen. Name pairs: 1, 2 and 3. Pairs 1 get the Lannisters, pairs 2 get the 
Starks and pairs 3 get the Targaryen. Each pair gets 10 family members and 10 adjectives. 
Using the adjectives, they need to write 10 sentences using the superlative describing the family 
members. Tell students to write their sentences without showing their partners. Make sure to tell 
students that they should not follow the order of the adjectives in the table. Go round the class, 
correcting and helping if necessary. After the students have written their sentences, still in their 
pairs, they need to ask each other questions to find out which adjective was used to describe 
which character. For example: Is Jaimie Lannister the oldest in your family? No, he is very 
young, etc… This activity is adapted from an activity found on busyteacher.org 


